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Introduction
This paper enabled candidates of all abilities to apply their knowledge to a variety of styles 
of examination questions. The knowledge of candidates, with respect to starting the course 
did show good progression from GCSE to the end of the AS stage. The candidates’ ability to 
apply their knowledge successfully to contexts given was of a good standard but often they 
did not score as highly as would be expected, especially for the higher ability candidates 
when the contexts were more challenging. This was very evident in questions 14(c), 17(c) 
and 18(b)(vi).

Calculations were answered well across the ability ranges. There was a good use of units 
and formulae that were given to the candidates and were manipulated and used well. Across 
all ability ranges, there was a great improvement in the correct use of direction with vector 
quantities.

Weaker candidates often misread values from graphs as well as apply the wrong method 
once the data was obtained. This was seen with questions 14(b) and 18(b(iv) and it would 
be an idea to go through, as part of a revision task, all the typical graphs that a candidate 
would have seen during the teaching of the unit and practice methods required for obtaining 
physical quantities using the gradient or area. One other point that was common across 
most ability ranges was the application of F= ma and F= 6πrηv. The majority of candidates 
can select and use the correct formula but only a few seemed to be able to understand that 
when more than one force is involved, a resultant force is required. This was evident in 
questions 17(b)(ii) and 18(b)(ii) where the candidates were required to identify that there is 
a resultant force, calculate it’s value and then use the formulae.

In section B the first few questions required candidates to apply their knowledge and 
definitions of physical quantities and properties to a given context. Whilst most candidates 
were able to quote definitions and laws, and score some marks, candidates across all ability 
ranges found it difficult to apply the piece of Physics that had been quoted. This was true for 
questions 11 to 14(a)

Section A

Multiple choice 
question

Subject Percentage of 
candidates who 
answered correctly

Most common 
incorrect 
response

1 Base units 82 C
2 Velocity-time graphs 87 D
3 Calculation of tensile strain 61 A 
4 Identification of scalar and 

vector quantities
79 C

5 Properties of materials 99 D
6 Calculation of KE 90 A
7 Resolving a vector quantity 

into its components
57 C then A

8 Relationship between GPE 
and KE of a falling object

54 D

9 Calculation of power 92 A
10 Identification of key points on 

a stress- strain graph
64 D then B

The multiple choice items scored highly with an average of 7.7 marks obtained in this 
section. Question 8 was the only question that was found challenging across all ability 
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groups. Questions 3 and 7 were found to be more challenging due to their mathematical 
nature and in question 10 candidates confused the ultimate tensile strength with the 
maximum tensile stress.

Question 3 did require the candidate to conclude that double the length would give double 
the extension or to equate equations for the strain or Young modulus for both wires to give 
a value of 2Δx. Given the most common incorrect answer seen, it would appear that some 
candidates assumed that doubling the length had the same effect as applying the same 
force to 2 parallel strings of the original length.

Question 4 did not require any knowledge of vectors beyond being able to identify scalar and 
vector quantities. This specification point (5) could be introduced independently very early on 
in the course, to allow it to be reinforced as the quantities are taught during the year.

Question 6 required use of KE = ½ mv2 .The most common incorrect response was due to 
candidates forgetting to square the velocity which should not be happening at this level of 
Physics.

Question 7 covered a concept many students, especially those not taking A level maths find 
challenging: to be able to resolve a vector quantity into components parallel (in this case) 
and perpendicular to a slope. The only other use of angles was in question 16(a)(iii) and if 
the candidates had drawn out a correct triangle of the forces involved this was seen to be 
a much easier and hence more successful task. Given that in the past candidates have not 
only been asked to resolve forces on a slope but to then use the components of their forces 
to find other quantities such as acceleration, this is an area of the curriculum that they 
would benefit from doing extra practice.

Question 8 was found difficult by candidates across all abilities. Candidates realised that 
there is a reduction in GPE but concluded that as the object is accelerating the graph must 
be a curve. Hence response D was the most popular. This question required either an 
application of the conservation of energy or the relevant equation of motion (v2= u2 + 2as) 
to show that v2µ -s to give a straight line.

Question 10 as mentioned above was mainly answered incorrectly due to confusion between 
the terms ‘ultimate tensile strength’ and ‘maximum tensile stress’, indicating candidates 
rushing at this point rather than a lack of knowledge.
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Question 11

This question required the candidates to explain plastic behaviour and then state and 
explain the type of behaviour that the hook exhibited. Although the context of the question 
is a curtain hook, text book definitions would have earned the candidate 3 marks with 
a further mark for identifying  the hook was brittle. Many candidates did not attempt to 
explain plastic behaviour at all. References to permanent deformation were often incomplete 
with candidates failing to mention that this would only happen only once the force 
had been removed. Most common mark scored was 2, usually for identifying brittle and then 
an explanation of brittle or a reference to plastic behaviour and permanent deformation. 
This question has highlighted the need for complete definitions to be covered as part of the 
curriculum, as well as an understanding of the concepts.

This response scores 3 marks, a correct 
explanation of plastic deformation and brittle 
identified. No explanation of brittle.

Examiner Comments

Go through the specification and make sure that 
you know complete and accurate definitions for all 
the terms that have been written in italics.

Examiner Tip
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Question 12

This question scored highly as candidates found the context more accessible than previous 
questions on Newton's 3rd law. Candidates were required to quote the law and then explain 
how this context provided evidence that the 2 forces involved were a 3rd law pair.

Most candidates could attempt a fairly accurate version of Newton's 3rd law. Those writing 
the minimum of 'for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction' often scoring 
better than those who chose to describe the forces in more detail. This was mainly due to 
the omission of the direction or stating that the forces act in different, rather than opposite 
directions.

Many candidates were able to process the information and describe how it related to the 
third law, the most common omissions being that the forces act on different bodies and 
are the same type of force. As is usually found with questions on Newton's Laws some 
candidates did repeat the stem of the question, rather than pull out the required information 
to demonstrate how these forces were a third law pair.

Some candidates did lose marks because they assumed that as the forces are equal in 
magnitude and opposite in direction then the resultant force would be 0 with the forces 
in equilibrium. This demonstrates the poor understanding of some candidates for the 
requirement of the forces to be acting on separate bodies.

This response scores all 4 marks. They correctly described plastic 
behaviour and then identified the behaviour as brittle with an 
explanation of brittle. The reference to impact force at the end was 
ignored as it is not incorrect but is just not relevant to the force used to 
break the hook in this case.

Examiner Comments
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A good response scoring all 5 marks.

An accurate statement on the third law followed by the conditions required 
for the forces to be a third law pair. Each condition has been linked to the 
relevant part of the statement. Marks would have been awarded for either 
the conditions or the correct parts of the statement identified and this 
candidate has described both.

Examiner Comments
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This response would score 3 marks. The candidate has tried to rewrite the statements 
explaining the similarities and differences between the 2 forces but they have really just 
repeated the stem of the question which would not gain any marks alone.

Due to the final sentence, some of the conditions have been identified so marks 
were awarded for, in addition to one for the statement of the law, identifying 
that there are 2 bodies and the forces are equal (the magnitude was implied 
in their rewriting of the stem of the question). No mark for identifying that the 
forces act in opposite direction as we needed to see the word 'direction' with 
opposite and lines 4 to 6 are a repeat of the stem of the question.

Examiner Comments

Try to avoid rewriting information given to you in the 
stem of the question. It will not be awarded any marks 
as it is not answering the question.

Examiner Tip
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Question 13

This question gave the candidates a statement with three pieces of information:

If you hold an apple it is about a newton

If you raise it through 1 m that's about a joule

If you do it in one second that's about a watt

The candidates were then told to explain and justify the statements given the mass of the 
apple.

The candidates were required to explain each statement by either identifying 
or defining the physical quantity that the unit was a measure of and then justify each 
statement by calculating and showing that the values given in the statement are correct.

This question was attempted well by most candidates. The first mark explaining that the 
apple is one newton, was found to be the most challenging by candidates as many either 
forgot to mention it at all or quoted F = ma which is not a definition of weight or a method 
to calculate it. Other candidates were seen to use g = 10 ms-2 as they did not see this 
question as a 'show that' type of question and were trying to get values identical to those in 
the statement. Use of g=10 ms-2 will always be penalised by 1 mark in all Physics papers.
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A well set out and complete answer scoring all 6 marks.

The structure of this answer shows that the candidate has followed 
the prompts in the stem of the question and identified that each of 
the words in italics needs to be explained and justified.

Examiner Comments
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A well set out answer explaining each part of the statement in order. This response scored 5 
marks.

The first marking point was not awarded as the candidate has 'defined' weight as F=ma. 
However, a correct weight was found of 0.981 N so the second and subsequent marks were 
awarded.

The 5th marking point requiring the definition of power or the identification of the watt as 
the unit of power was given even though the candidate has used W and T for work done 
and time. W was defined earlier on in the response and as T could not be anything other 
than time in the context of this question, it was given the benefit of the doubt and the mark 
awarded.

There has been some confusion between F= ma 
and F =mg here, a point that perhaps needs extra 
clarification when teaching specification points 9 
and 10.

Examiner Comments
When using g in equations, always use 9.81 ms-2 and 
not 10 ms-2. A mark will be deducted if you substitute 
the wrong value.

Remember the difference between F=mg, the force 
acting on an object due to the gravitational pull of  
e.g. the earth and F = ma, the (resultant) force acting 
on an object causing it to have an acceleration, a.

Examiner Tip
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Question 14 (a)

The graph given in this question demonstrated how the extension of the elastic waistband 
from a pair of trousers varied with the forces acting on it for loading and unloading. A very 
small portion of the curve initially was a straight line and then the gradient increased.

Candidates were require to decide whether the elastic waistband followed Hooke's Law and 
then justify their decision i.e. make a correct reference to the shape of the graph.

This question was answered poorly with most candidates just scoring 1 mark for giving 
the conditions needed for Hooke's law i.e. to obey Hooke's law force is proportional to 
extension. Some candidates believed the entire line to be straight or 'almost straight' and 
therefore the graph did obey Hooke's Law, others thought that as the main section of the 
graph is straight then it obeyed the law. Other incorrect responses saw candidates refer to 
the elastic's limit of proportionality and elastic limit.

One mark awarded for correctly identifying 
the conditions required for a material to obey 
Hooke's Law. Although the candidate has 
correctly said that the two quantities are not 
directly proportional to one another, they were 
required to describe which aspect of the graph 
this was seen from i.e. that the graph was not 
a straight line.

Examiner Comments

When a graph has been given and you have used it to help 
you answer the question, give the data or information from 
the graph that you have used to come to your conclusion. In 
this case you were looking at the gradient to decide whether 
or not these quantities were proportional. A reference to 
the graph passing through the origin should also be made 
when deciding whether or not a material obeys Hooke's Law 
although it was not required in this case.

Examiner Tip
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This response scored 0 as they have not identified the 
conditions needed to obey Hooke's Law and made a correct 
reference to the line not being straight.

Examiner Comments

The conditions needed for a material to obey Hooke's law are 
that the force needs to be directly proportional to extension 
and, for a graph like this of force against extension, it needs to 
pass through the origin and be a straight line.  

Examiner Tip
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Question 14 (b)

The candidates were required to show that the work done was less than 3J. An area under 
all of the loading graph needed to be taken.

Many candidates, across all abilities incorrectly chose to use work done = force x distance. 
Other incorrect responses were due to misreading the extension from the graph due to 
its scaling or just finding the area under a shorter length of the graph. The majority of 
candidates did not score any marks with this question and only those candidates of higher 
ability managed to score 2 marks. Very few candidates scored just 1 mark due to so many 
trying to use force x distance.

A correct answer (within range) scoring the full 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

This response scored just 1 mark for 'use of area under the graph'. The 
candidate has misread the scale which has 2 x 1mm squares to 1 cm, 
rather than 1 x 1 mm square and has an incorrect maximum extension.

Examiner Comments

Be careful when taking values from a graph. Do not 
assume that 1 square is 1 cm or 1 unit etc. Double check 
the scaling that has been used.

Examiner Tip
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The most common type of response seen:

use of force x distance

This scored 0 marks.

Examiner Comments

To find the work done when stretching a material it is the area under a force-
extension graph (not the area under a force-length graph). This is the same 
as using the formula:

work done in stretching elastic or elastic potential energy stored= 1/2 F Dx.

Examiner Tip
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Question 14 (c)

This question was found to be challenging for candidates across all abilities. Very few 
candidates understood that the elastic would be under tension and therefore applying a 
force to the waist (and hence the waist gives the elastic a force to hold up the trousers). 
The majority of candidates realised that the elastic would be trying to return to its original 
length but then failed to explain how they would be kept in place, many just effectively 
repeating the stem of the question i.e. 'this holds them in place'.

 

Very common answer scoring just 1 mark.

The candidate has realised that the elastic will try to reduce in 
length but there has been no reference to any forces.

Examiner Comments

Two marks, one for the waistband returning to its original shape 
and a second mark for the idea that the waistband would be 
applying a force.

Examiner Comments
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Question 14 (d)

This question required the candidates to explain why the decreasing force line on the graph 
was lower than the line for increasing. Very few candidates managed to score 2 marks on 
this question and less than half of the candidates managed to score 1 mark.

Many candidates knew that the areas under the graphs represented energy but often lost 
the mark for saying that energy was lost rather than transferred or dissipated. Even though 
this was a 2 mark question most candidates just launched into describing the energy 
without linking the difference in the heights of the 2 lines to work done or area under the 
graphs and hence missing out on the first marking point.

Specification point 22 does imply that candidates should have seen a variety of stress-strain 
graphs, including rubber and, as referred to in specification point 27, candidates should 
know that the area under a force-extension graph corresponds to energy.

Specification point 22:

Obtain and draw force–extension, force–compression, and tensile/compressive stress-strain 
graphs. Identify the limit of proportionality, elastic limit and yield point.

Obtain graphs for, example, copper wire, nylon and rubber.

Some candidates however, did recognise this graph as being due to the hysteresis of the 
elastic but then failed to refer to the energy transfer as a result of it.

This response scored 1 mark. The candidate just missed out on the first 
marking point as they just referred to the difference between the 2 lines 
rather than the area between them.

They then scored a mark for the correct transfer of energy.

Examiner Comments
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This response scored 0 marks as although the candidates 
realised that the difference in height was due to an energy 
transfer, the term 'lost' was used. No reference made at all 
linking the given graph to area or energy. 

Examiner Comments

If you are given a graph to refer to then make sure that you 
refer to it,  in this case, the difference between the 2 lines and 
then think about what this difference could correspond to, before 
discussing physical quantities i.e. forces and in this case energy.

Examiner Tip

This response scored 0 marks. There is no reference to energy 
at all, just the magnitudes of force involved.

Examiner Comments
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Question 15 (a) (i)

The candidates were required to add flowlines to the diagram to show laminar flow changing 
into turbulent flow. Candidates can mostly draw the 2 types of flow independently but they 
found drawing the transition between the 2 types of flow challenging, many not attempting 
it at all. Many candidates drew laminar flow on the left of the obstruction and turbulent flow 
on the right, leaving a large gap between the 2. Responses where candidates had not made 
a reasonable attempt to show the transition could only obtain a maximum of 1 mark.

Candidates seem to have become more conservative when drawing their turbulent flow and 
some candidates did not score the 'turbulent' mark because the flow did not contain flow 
lines crossing or a change in direction greater than 90o. Candidates would benefit from a task 
where they have to draw the transitions from one type of flow to another around a variety of 
shapes of objects as well as drawing laminar flow around more streamlined objects.

This response scored both marks, the laminar flow went around 
the obstacle well and there is some transition to the turbulent 
flow. The turbulent flow is not very conventional but the lines of 
flow are crossing so is sufficient.

Examiner Comments
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Just 1 mark maximum awarded for the 2 lines crossing for the 
turbulent flow (as mentioned earlier, a rather conservative attempt at 
turbulent flow) and the parallel flow lines for laminar as no attempt 
was made at a transition between the laminar and turbulent regions.

Examiner Comments

The question has specifically asked for flow lines to be 
added to show the change from laminar to turbulent. 
There would not be a region where the flow stops as in 
this diagram so the flow should be continuous.

Examiner Tip
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Two marks, a much better attempt at turbulent flow and the 
candidate has drawn the turbulent flow into the region T and 
not earlier. A good response.

Examiner Comments
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Question 15 (a) (ii)

Candidates were asked to explain the meaning of laminar and turbulent flow. There are 
many ways to describe each type of flow and, rather than concentrate on describing 
one method correctly, many candidates, as usual tried to mix and match between the 
alternatives, failing to be accurate enough with any of the descriptions used and missing out 
on marks.

The alternatives are given as there are many ways of describing both laminar and turbulent 
flow. Although candidates must be aware of all the characteristics of each type of flow only one 
is required when answering questions where it is clear that there is just 1 mark per flow type.

One mark was awarded for 'streamline flow' but as can be 
seen the candidates also attempted to describe the velocity. No 
marks for the description of the turbulent flow, as chaotic is not 
specific enough.

Examiner Comments
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This response scored 2 marks.

Laminar: both streamline flow and no abrupt change in speed or direction would get 
the mark.

We do not accept 'no eddies' for an explanation of laminar flow and 'regular flow' would 
need more information to describe it.

Turbulent: abrupt changes in direction or speed and eddies would both score the mark. 

Examiner Comments

Learn one definition of laminar and one of turbulent flow very well and 
make sure that you understand the other ways to describe flow in case 
they are more relevant to a context that you are given and can help with 
an explanation.

Examiner Tip
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Question 15 (b) (i)

This question was answered very well with most candidates scoring the mark. Marks lost 
were due to candidates referring to an increase in blood flow rather than an increase in the 
velocity or rate of blood flow or candidates stating that both increased.

A good answer, scoring the mark. The candidate has given 
explanations for both the viscosity increasing as well as decreasing.

Examiner Comments

Unfortunately this scored 0 due to the lack of clarity of the term 'flow'.

Examiner Comments
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Question 15 (b) (ii)

This question was answered very well by the majority of candidates. Nearly all the 
candidates explained that the viscosity decreased and so the velocity increased. Similar 
questions in previous sessions have often seen candidates giving the observation with no 
explanation.

A good answer scoring both marks.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has correctly concluded that the velocity of the blood would 
increase and could score 1 mark. However, they have not understood the 
reason for the increase in velocity and have incorrectly made the temperature 
proportional to the viscosity.

Examiner Comments
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Question 16 (a)

This projectile question discriminated well between candidates of lower and higher abilities.

The weaker candidates could usually manage to answer parts a (i) and a (ii) but were 
usually unsuccessful in scoring any marks in part b (iii).

For a (ii) candidates were required to show that the initial vertical velocity was 4 ms-1. At 
least half of candidates that managed to score the full 2 marks used s = ut + 1/2at2 (with 
s=0 and t = 0.88 s) whilst others used v = u +at. Many candidates were careless with the 
direction of the acceleration, g, and often only obtained the final answer by either assuming 
they were finding the final velocity, v or ignoring the negative sign that appeared with their 
answer.

E.g. v = u + at

 v = 0 + (9.81 x  0.44)

 v = 4.32 ms-1

Where this was clearly evident, even though the correct answer of about 4 m s-1 may 
have been found, a mark was deducted. Some candidates using s = ut + 1/2 at2 used the 
horizontal distance of 1.88 m for the total vertical displacement of the rocket. This type 
of error, i.e. substituting in horizontal components in place of vertical ones does not even 
allow the candidates to get a use of mark and such responses score 0. Some candidates lost 
marks by using the total time of flight in v = u + at rather than the time to get to v = 0 i.e. 
the max height.

Candidates always find projectile motion questions challenging and do not break the journey 
down into manageable sections for both the horizontal and vertical components, enabling 
the selection of the correct data to be substituted much easier and more accurate. Very few 
candidates were seen to list values for u,v,a,t, etc for horizontal and vertical motion, most 
just quoting a formula and substituting straight in.

For a (iii) most candidates that attempted this question were able to score at least 2 marks, 
usually for the magnitude of velocity of the rocket. Often candidates that attempted to find 
the direction used the vertical and horizontal velocities the wrong way round and found the 
angle to the vertical by accident. Where candidates had drawn a triangle and labelled in the 
velocities a 'use of ' mark could be awarded for use of a trig function to find the direction. 
Therefore it is to be encouraged, that a small sketch of the vectors involved is drawn with 
values to be used to help the candidate select the correct values and effectively show their 
working out.

Candidates could select from their calculated values or the 'show that' values given in the 
question. The majority seemed to opt for the easier 1 sf values of 2 ms-1 and 4 ms-1 given 
in the question. Where a candidate has found a value that is not very near the show that 
value and would not round to that value if it were to be given to 1 sf, then it would not be 
allowed as an error carried forward in part (iii).

For example if a candidate found the vertical velocity to be 2.2 ms-1, then tried to 
substitute it into part (iii) as their vertical velocity (e.g. v2 = 2.22 + 2 2, v = 2.97 ms-1), 
then the candidates would only be able to get the use of mark. The same is true for values 
used to find the direction. If a candidate's value found is therefore not near enough to the 
value in the question then they should be encouraged to use the value in the question for 
subsequent calculations.
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This response scored 2 marks for 16 (a)(i), 0 marks for 16 (a)(ii) and 4 marks for 16 (a)(iii).
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Marks were lost in part (ii) as the candidate had substituted in the total 
horizontal displacement rather than the total vertical displacement of 0.This 
candidate had realised that the acceleration was negative but unfortunately, 
due to the confusion of the vertical and horizontal components scored 0.

Examiner Comments

If a question involves both horizontal and vertical components then make 
sure you do not confuse them, either list them in columns or underline etc. 
the text to separate the data into the components.

This candidate has drawn out a triangle to represent the vertical and 
horizontal velocities to help them with part (iii), these diagrams will be 
looked at as part of the working out if an error has been made and, apart 
from helping you to answer the question correctly, they could help you to 
earn method marks.

Examiner Tip
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This response scored 2 marks for 16 (a)(i), 0 marks for 16 (a)(ii) and 0 marks for 16 (a)(iii).
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The 2 marks were lost in part (ii) as the horizontal displacement was used 
in place of the vertical displacement of 0.

Marks were lost in part (iii) as the candidate attempted to use equations of 
motion rather than pythagoras to find the resultant velocity. The direction 
was calculated using the horizontal displacement (doubled) and the 
incorrect resultant velocity so no marks at all could be awarded.

Examiner Comments
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This response scored 2 marks for 16 (a)(i), 2 marks for 16 (a)(ii) and 2 marks for 16 (a)(iii).
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Part (iii) lost the final 2 marks for the direction because the 
candidate used the horizontal and vertical velocities the wrong way 
round and therefore found the angle to the vertical rather than the 
horizontal. Two arrows were labelled with the horizontal and vertical 
velocity correctly, the right way round but no angle was indicated or 
triangle completed so no method marks could be awarded.

Examiner Comments
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Question 16 (b) (i)

Candidates were required to give a suggestion as to why the maximum height obtained 
was less than the calculated value. Besides a few references such as 'because gravity is 
acting', most candidates realised that air resistance was the cause. However, candidates 
were required to write more than just 'air resistance' such as air resistance was acting on 
the rocket or 'air resistance was not taken into account or energy was transferred due to air 
resistance. Many candidates managed to earn this mark.

This scored 0 because stating that there is air resistance is not providing a 
reason why the calculated value was too high or the actual value was too low. 
The candidate had to explain why the air resistance caused this e.g. it was not 
taken into account for the calculation of the maximum height.

Examiner Comments

Good answer scoring 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

Good answer scoring 1 mark.

Examiner Comments
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Question 16 (b) (ii)

This question required candidates to give 2 advantages of filming the flight  to obtain the 
data. Most candidates answered this well, the majority of which scored 1 mark.

Candidates often answered by saying that this method improved accuracy and  reliability 
without explaining how. The most common correct responses seen were that it can be 
paused, watched frame by frame or in slow motion, replayed and removed errors due to 
human reaction time. Some candidates gave statements that it could reduce human error 
without referring to the type of error that it would remove.

Some confusion with this method was seen where candidates thought that replaying the 
recording was equivalent to taking repeat readings.

This response scores 1 mark for this method, neglecting human response 
time. No credit for parallax as this could still be there if the camera is not 
positioned at a height that is not near enough to the maximum height. 

Examiner Comments

2 marks awarded for watching multiple times and slowed down.

Examiner Comments
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This response scored 0. The candidate made references to accuracy 
without explaining why and to parallax which is incorrect.

Examiner Comments

When comparing experimental methods or equipment,  
statements referring to accuracy, errors and precision should 
all have explanations, explaining why that particular piece of 
equipment etc. makes it more accurate etc.

Examiner Tip
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Question 17 (a)

Part (a)(i) required the candidates to label all 3 forces acting on a particle falling through 
water. Most candidates realised that as the particle is moving down, the drag should be 
upwards and remembered to include the upthrust. Most labels were accurate enough with 
very few incorrect references to gravity instead of weight. Marks seemed to be lost in 
general due to arrows curving or not touching the particle itself (a requirement for a free 
body diagram).

Part (ii) required the candidates to give a detailed explanation of the motion of the particle 
as it falls from rest through the fluid. This was a QWC question and any letters or symbols 
used should have been defined here or in part (i). The stem of the question should have 
helped candidates to structure their question rather than just launch into an explanation of 
the forces once the object is travelling at terminal velocity.  

Most candidates realised that the resultant force is downwards or that the drag was 0 
initially but many used up quite a few lines explaining how the forces acting on the particle 
initially were balanced and then rushed through the last 3 marking points, often missing 
critical points. Many candidates thought that the upthrust would increase as well, writing 
statements such as' as the velocity increases, the upthrust and drag increase as well'. 
Although such references to upthrust were ignored and a mark was still given for the drag 
increasing, there does seem to be some confusion here. The most common point to be 
omitted was that there is no acceleration when the particle is at terminal velocity.
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A good response scoring maximum marks:

17(a)(i) 2 marks

17 (a) (ii) 4 marks

17 (a)(iii) 1 mark 

Examiner Comments
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This response scored:

17(a)(i) 0 marks

17 (a) (ii) 0 marks

17 (a)(iii) 1 mark
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17(a)(i) The candidate has the correct forces and directions but has lost both marks 
as none of them are touching the particle.

17 (a)(ii) No references have been made to the initial motion of the particle or the 
increase in drag as it accelerates. The candidate has realised that the acceleration 
decreases but has not made the statement that it becomes 0. The candidate wrote 
the equation for the forces being balanced but there was no explanation of the 
equation such as 'the forces are balanced'. This is a QWC question and asked for an 
explanation hence the equation was insufficient. Therefore this response scored 0.

17 (a)(iii) 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

This candidate repeated too much of the question and added very little. The 
question asked for a description of the motion of the particle so for 4 marks 
you would expect to write at least 4 steps.

For example:

• Initially weight is greater than upthrust (so the particle accelerates)

• Drag increases (with speed)

• Eventually the forces become balanced

• Acceleration is now 0 (particle has reached terminal velocity)

Examiner Tip
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Question 17 (b)

Candidates found these questions more challenging, the majority of the marks were scored 
for part (b)(i) with some method marks awarded for part (b)(ii), less than half of candidates 
scored all 5 marks.

Part (b)(i) required the candidates to find the upthrust. Most could use the formula density 
= mass/ volume but some lost the second mark because they had either substituted in 
the wrong density of they forgot to multiply their mass by 'g' to find the weight (often just 
changing the power of 10 of their mass to match the power for the upthrust).

For part (b)(ii) most candidates managed to score 1 mark for use of Stoke's law. However, 
very few realised that the force required was the resultant force and few 3 mark responses 
were seen. Only the most able candidates were able to score these last 2 marks. Some 
managed to successfully quote and use the equation v = 2r2g(ρ1-ρ2)/9η to find the 
terminal velocity.
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This response scored 2 marks for (b)(i) and 1 mark for (b)(ii).

 

(b)(i) The candidate has worked out the weight of water displaced in 1 step using 
upthrust = ρgv.

(b)(ii) The candidate has substituted the upthrust as the force into Stoke's equation 
rather than the weight - upthrust. Just 1 mark for 'use of ' F = 6πrηv.

Examiner Comments

If more than 1 force has been mentioned in a question e.g. here you have found the 
upthrust and are given the weight of the particle, check to make sure whether they 
are all acting on the object. If so, any calculations involving the forces, to find out 
information about the motion of the particle (here it is the terminal velocity) will need 
you to use the resultant force.

Examiner Tip
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This response scored 2 marks for (b)(i) and 3 marks for (b)(ii).

In part (ii) the candidate has found the resultant force first 
and then substituted it into Stoke's equation to find the correct 
value of 2.01 ms-1 for the terminal velocity.

Examiner Comments
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Question 17 (c)

Candidates of all abilities found this question to be challenging, with very few candidates 
scoring all 3 marks.

Most could not appreciate that the reason the larger particles reached the bottom first was 
because they were accelerating for longer compared to the smaller particles or that they 
have a higher terminal velocity. Candidates were expected to reach this conclusion and then 
explain why, ideally making reference to the relationships between the drag and radius and 
the weight and radius cubed.

The most common mark awarded was for larger particles having a greater terminal velocity 
as they have a greater weight but very few attempted to back this up with mathematical 
relationships. Responses seen mainly discussed the larger particles accelerating faster, 
falling faster or reaching the bottom faster.

One mark awarded.

This candidate managed to score 1 mark for the idea that the pebbles take 
longer to reach their terminal velocity which is the same idea as the smaller 
particles reach their terminal velocity quicker, as on the mark scheme.

Examiner Comments
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This response scores 1 mark for the idea that the pebbles have 
a greater terminal velocity. Following this correct statement the 
candidate just put the particles in order of decreasing terminal 
velocity, not gaining any further marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 18

Parts of question 18 were answered well but some candidates left sections blank. Part (b)(vi) 
was found to be the most challenging for all candidates with only few candidates scoring at all.

(a) Most candidates were able to score both marks by finding the spring constant from the 
given weight and extension.

(b)(i) The majority of candidates that used F = kx managed to score both marks. Some 
candidates did try to use F=ma but mostly failed to use the correct acceleration of (9.81 + 
0.4), just managing to score 1 mark for use of F= ma.

(b)(ii) This part asked for an explanation of how the average acceleration is calculated. 
A qualitative explanation would have sufficed but most candidates attempted this 
quantitatively. However, very few realised that it was the resultant force acting on the spring 
that caused acceleration of 0.4 ms-2 and most just tried to substitute the 4 N force of the 
spring on the mass obtaining an acceleration of 10 ms-2.

(b)(iii) Most candidates found this straightforward and were able to use v = u + at 
successfully and obtain 2 marks.

(b)(iv)Most candidates were able to draw the correct shape of the graph. Surprisingly it was 
quite common to see an incorrect maximum plotted (constant velocity section) even if the 
candidate had managed to calculate 0.8 m s-1 in part (iii). This was not penalised in this 
part but in part (v) if an distance of 4m was not obtained.

(b)(v) Most candidates managed to score at least 1 mark for attempting to find the area 
under all of their graph. The second mark was lost if candidates did not obtain a distance of 
4 m, usually because of inaccurate graph drawing.

(b)(vi) Candidates found this question as challenging as question 17(c). Most just concluded 
that as the extension was decreasing as the lift travelled, then it must therefore be in an 
upwards direction. Candidates that did manage to state there must be a resultant force 
upwards usually did this more by luck, as often the rest of their explanation was either 
irrelevant or incorrect. Those candidates that did manage to spot that the extension initially 
is greater than when at rest could rarely go on to conclude that this was due to an upwards 
resultant force.
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This is a typical well answered response of a high scoring candidate that manages to score:

18(a)2 marks

18(b)(i)2 marks

18(b)(ii)2 marks

18(b)(iii)2 marks

18(b)(iv)2 marks

18(b)(v)2 marks

18(b)(vi)0 marks
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Part (b)(vi): The candidate has confused this situation with the 
reduction in the reaction force as a lift moves downwards hence 
reducing the 'weight' that the person experiences.

Examiner Comments
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This response scores:

18(a)2 marks

18(b)(i)2 marks

18(b)(ii)2 marks

18(b)(iii)2 marks

18(b)(iv)2 marks

18(b)(v)2 marks

18(b)(vi)2 marks
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This candidate managed to score both marks in part (b)(vi) as they have concluded 
that the resultant force is upwards and have identified that the extension is more 
than when the lift is travelling at a constant velocity (this is as good as comparing 
it to the extension when stationary). The 2 points were not really linked together, 
which was not a requirement but would just show a greater understanding. However, 
this candidate has managed to obtain more information from the data than most and 
scored both marks.

Examiner Comments
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, some candidates could benefit from more 
teaching time and extra practice on the following concepts and skills:

• Calculation of the resultant force when more than 1 force acts on an object.

• Accurate definitions of terms given in italics in the specification.

• Reading from graphs accurately and then knowing what the area under the graph 
represents.

• Remembering that acceleration and velocity are vector quantities and their direction 
should not be ignored when using suvat equations.

• Keeping horizontal and vertical components of projectiles separate and not mixing them up.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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